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More than a
beautiful Magazine.

A beAutiful concept in mArketing.

urban home Magazine is a design and lifestyle magazine
serving three distinct markets. the total circulation exceeds

180,000 copies annually, in each market served.

the markets served are Charlotte, San antonio / austin and raleigh / Durham. 
these regional magazines vary from market to market to embrace 

individual market style and regional design, while at the same time, 
sharing common editorial that speaks to national and local design  

trends. Advertisers have the flexibility to leverage their brand in all  
markets served, or select individual regional markets. 

urban home Magazine provides superior positioning for local
and national advertisers through profiles of inspiring beautiful

local homes, strategic advertorials and interesting trend articles.  
urban home delivers the content readers want and the targeted  

and guaranteed delivery advertisers must have. 

Combined with an interactive website, numerous social media partners, 
and thousands of social media followers, 

urban home is an affordable, well-rounded marketing platform.

reaCh oVer 180,000 affluent hoMeoWnerS 
annuallY for JuSt PennieS Per hoMe



URBAN HOME SOCIAL MEDIA
urban home doesn’t stop with direct mail marketing. our 
website and social media partners are an added value for your 
business, strengthening your online presence and increasing 
your exposure through our social media outlets of instagram, 
Pinterest, houzz, facebook, twitter, search engine optimization, 
email and mobile marketing.

EMAIL AND MOBILE MARkEtINg / SOCIAL MEDIA
• Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Houzz postings
• New issue eblast with advertiser display ads

urban hoMe Magazine
Since 2002

urban home Magazine is one of the most established regional 
design and decorating magazines in the markets we serve 
throughout the country.  for advertisers, urban home Magazine 
provides multiple marketing opportunities to reach a targeted 
upscale audience through product placement in insightful 
articles, advertorials and ads. 

for readers, urban home Magazine is an inspiring and useful 
resource, providing timely information from local experts.

IN EVERY ISSUE

• Beautiful feature homes covering a variety of decorating styles 

• National and local trend articles 

• New products for decorating, kitchen, bath and design 

• Local business feature articles 

• Local contributing editors 

DIStRIBUtION
We direct mail to affluent, single family homes in each market, 
and supplement our distribution with hundreds of home-related 
retail locations, luxury car dealerships, real estate relocation offices, 
doctor’s offices and the design trade, to ensure affluent homeowners 
see the magazine and your ad. Depending upon the market served, 
the minimum house value of our direct mail starts in the low $500’s 
with no upper limit. We analyze the wealthiest zip codes and 
neighborhoods to ensure the most affluent readers see your ad. 
in fact, nearly 85% of our entire distribution is direct mail based. 
there’s no guess work with our distribution. We even send out 
postage receipts and mailing reports of the demographics of our 
mailings with each magazine printing. Please ask your local account 
representative for specific zip codes and retail locations per market. 
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Cityscape
With sweeping views 

of the silver skyline and the 

bustling streets of Charlotte 

below, our feature home is a 

master class in sophisticated 

city living. 
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DECORATING n TRENDS

By Anne Marie Ashley

Earmarked pages, worn spines, fabric covers – all 

glorious signs of well-read books. There is some-

thing comforting and familiar about your favorite 

novels and dotting rooms with volumes of your 

beloved books instantly warms the home. Set on 

a shelf, stacked on a table or piled on the floor, 

books bring character and color to décor while 

sharing your passions, pastimes and pursuits 

with those who cross your threshold.  Used art-

fully, books can bring a whole new personality to 

interior design and offer a personal touch that’s 

sometimes hard to convey with found objects. 

 Whether you’re creating a personal library or 

using books purely as a decorative element, cre-

ativity pays off the most. Stacked beside a sofa as 

a makeshift side table or as a dramatic display on 

a built-in shelf, they become as integral to a de-

sign scheme as any piece of furniture or art. Cre-

ate a nook underneath the stairs or place them in 

the seat of antique chair; giving both the feeling 

of well-lived-in home.  However you choose to 

share your titles, the feeling of warmth won’t be 

missed in your décor.

DECORATING WITH BOOKS

Melissa Armstrong Interiors  / Dustin Peck Photography

Dogs
Tim Flach
Abrams
$50

Harper’s Bazaar: 

Greatest Hits
Glenda Bailey
Abrams
$65

Woodcut
Bryan Nash Gill
Princeton Architectural 

Press
$29.95

Paper Skyscraper Picks

Ron Wootten and Tim Hamilton, owners of Paper 

Skyscraper in Charlotte, offer their picks of best 

Coffee Table Books that double as decor.

“Books add color and texture to a room. They can 

transform a stiff stage-set of a room into a space that 

appears lived-in. Any stack of books can have this  

effect, but some books beg to be touched, picked-up 

and browsed. Sometimes it’s the heft of the book that 

catches your eye. Sometimes it’s the cover design,  

the color of the spine or the typeface of the title. 

Whatever it is, we love our books, and here are a few 

Paper Skyscraper favorites that would feel  

at home in your home.”
Images courtesy of Decorating with Books (House Beautiful)
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KITCHEN & BATH n TRENDS

Closet and Storage Concepts
The Container Store

By Nancy Atkinson

Images courtesy of Images courtesy of NKBA.

 The NKBA recently held their Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in 
Chicago, where they released a list of the nation’s top ten kitchen and 
bath trends and treatments for 2012 and we’ve outlined them for an 
easy go-to guide. 
 Transitional Style. One broad trend is the increased popularity of 
transitional style in both kitchen and baths. For the first time since the 
NKBA began tracking annual design trends, traditional is no longer the 
most popular type of design. Transitional style blends traditional and 
contemporary design, with lines that are simpler than traditional, but 
more elaborate than contemporary to create a modern, classic look.
 Cassie Abernethy, manager at the Charlotte showroom for Hughes 
Supply, says understated design is in demand. “Our customers are ask-
ing for simplicity.  They want clean lines and less detail.  The transitional 
style fits all of those requests. Clients can use this in their traditional and 
contemporary settings.”   Glossy Finishes and Fixtures. Current kitchens shine with a combi-
nation of shimmering surfaces, high-sheen finishes and perfectly placed 
lighting accents. Stainless steel, walnut wood veneer and lights along the 
base of a kitchen island’s recessed toe-kick and polished wood floors are 
perfect examples of this prominent trend. Interior Concrete. Concrete used inside the home continues to 
grow in popularity and is seen in many different contexts. Think bath-
room countertops with integrated sinks or concrete surfaces buffed to 

a high shine and tinted with a variety of hues. When used with stone 
surfaces like recycled tile, exposed brick or lava rock, concrete unifies the 
space.
 Color Infusion Behind Glass. Glass may be a niche material for 
kitchen countertops, but the survey shows more than half the NKBA 
designers are using it in several ways. One kitchen in the design compe-
tition inspired the judges with its simple painted wall and glass panels 
overlaid to create a sleek sheen of cool color that became a calm focal 
point in a family kitchen.  Jennifer Creasser of Tile Collection in Charlotte suggests incorpo-
rating colored tiles in a different way. “Say good bye to painting over 
the scuff marks on your stair raisers every year,” she says. “With color 
infused glass, you can add a whole new dimension to your stairway and 
dress up your high traffic areas with color.” The White Kitchen, Reinvented. Classic, contemporary and clean, 
the white kitchen is consistent from year to year. This year it’s cleverly 
reinvented in a variety of hues including muted, milky tones. 
 Jennifer has also noticed this trend with designers, seeing their use of 
White Carrera marble countertops. “With a backsplash of flickering metals, 
color or glass, it really pops. Traditional material meets contemporary tile 
finishes in popular linear designs to create a transitional look,” she says.
 Suspended Lighting. In kitchen design, suspended lighting pro-
vides an element of artistic sculpture that exudes light, glimmer and 

Every year, the National Kitchen & Bath Association (NKBA) surveys the design industry to learn more about the materials, styles and products designers used most often in the past year. The fixtures, finishes, color palettes, technology and shapes are all part of the toolbox used by the nation’s most creative kitchen and bath designers – and their picks set the trends that inspire the rest of us.

 DARING
 TRANSITION

glitz. These dangling focal points drop light onto defined areas, perfectly 
accenting the high-sheen finishes that are so wonderful in this year’s 
kitchen designs.
 Symmetry in Design. Symmetry in room design creates stability 
and balance. For example, a wall with a large framed window behind 
the kitchen sink will be counterbalanced by open, glass door cabinetry 
that draws the eye up and around the room.  Repeating and Complementing Shapes. Designers know that re-
peating a particular shape in various sizes, colors and textures creates 
a continuum that adds a soothing element to any room design. In a 
bathroom for instance, a designer may use large squares of travertine on 
the floor, glass mosaics in the shower and a series of square windows to 
draw the eye up and repeat the theme. Traditional Technology in Non-Traditional Spaces. Creative de-
signers are using today’s technology to solve design challenges in the 
kitchen. Fridge drawers that are integrated into the sleek lines of cabi-
netry and a steam oven placed where sink plumbing once existed create 
solutions to kitchen space problems.  Tile in Totality. Designers are using tile for more than the wall, 
floor and bathroom space. One bathroom design presented at the 2012 
NKBA Design Competition featured translucent recycled glass tiles sur-
rounding a Japanese soaking tub. Muted pine green tiles were paired 
with small mosaic tiles in colors that evoked a tranquil sunset. Linen-
textured, sand colored porcelain tiles created the foundation for a restful 
space wrapped entirely in glass tile.

 Open Concept Bathroom. The space-efficient and sleek open-plan 
bathroom was highlighted in this year’s designs. With few walls, these 
expansive bathrooms have an entirely open shower and a minimalist 
product selection approach. By eliminating the shower stall and extend-
ing the open floor, the room becomes a sweeping space. v
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Beats by Dr. Dre
The original “studio” headphones. These 
headphones took the world by storm and actually 
brings the music studio to you whereever you are.
www.beatsbydre.com.

The World of Diptyque ‘Eau Particulière’  
Body and Home Spray
A symbolic atypical product from Diptyque; 
the toilet vinegar with a fresh enveloping fragrance 
built around a floral green accord. Sweetness is 
provided by rose and musks, freshness by mint.
www.diptyqueparis.com.

Native Union Pop Phone 
The real retro handset. An interpretation of the 
classic 50s Bakelite design telephone that 
combines a retro style with the soft touch texture, 
designed by French Designer David Turpin. 
www.westelm.com.

Lancôme Génifique Youth Activating Concentrate
Provides a boost to your genes activity and 
stimulates the production of youth proteins. 
The perfect way to treat yourself to something good.
www.lancome-usa.com. 

Lancôme Visionnaire Advanced Skin Corrector 
Yes, men can use this too…I do!  This is Lancôme’s first 
advanced skin corrector.  Wrinkles, pores and evenness.  
Much more than a wrinkle corrector, it’s capable of 
fundamentally re-creating the skin. 
www.lancome-usa.com. 

Ozaki iPhone Port
A clever iPhone port echoes old school boom 
box style, serving as an ingeniously engineered way 
to amplify the volume without the bulk of batteries.  
Position your iPhone in either portrait or landscape 
position for hands-free use while watching a movie, 
listening to music or using Facetime. 
www.nordstrom.com.

Perfect Coffee Table Books – 
Icons of Men’s Style by Josh Sims and Chanel: 
Collections and Creations by Daniele Bott Page
Icons of Men’s Style by Josh Sims is a sleek book 
chronicling the history of men’s style complete with 
brief histories, photos and famous inspirations.
In Chanel: Collections and Creations by Daniele Bott 
Page, the House of Chanel opens its private archives, 
revealing a galaxy of brilliant designs created by 
Coco Chanel from 1920 to today. 
www.amazon.com.
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urban hoMe DeMograPhiCS

wealth/age
MEDIAN AGE: 

42

automotive
BOUGHT A PREMIUM 
BRAND AUTOMOBILE 

IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS:  

38%
Source: JD Power Automotie Media and 

Marketing Report, Summer 2014.

 luxury goods

AVERAGE TIME SPENT 
PER ISSUE: 

53.1 minutes
Source: 

GfK MRI, Special Tabulators, 
Fall 2014.

TOOK ACTION AFTER 
SEEING AD: 

61%
Source: 

GfK MRI Starch Advertising Research, 
July 2013-June 2014.

results

SPENT MORE THAN 
$3,000+ ON FINE WATCHES 

& FINE JEWELRY IN THE 
LAST 12 MONTHS: 

74%

SPENT MORE THAN 
$10,000+ ON APPAREL 
& ACCESSORIES IN THE 

LAST 12 MONTHS: 

77%

SPENT $3,000 + 
ON FURNITURE:

41%
SPENT $1,000 +

 ON KITCHEN APPLIANCES:

30%
SPENT $5,000 + 

ON HOME REMODELING:

30%
SPENT $10,000 +

 ON HOME REMODELING:

25%

USED LANDSCAPE 
DESIGNER:

49%
USED INTERIOR 

DESIGNER:

41%
USED LANDSCAPE 

ARCHITECT:

40%
SPENT $1,000 + ON 
INTERIOR DESIGN:

54%

home improvement activity 
in the past 12 months

MINIMUM 
HOME VALUE:

$500,000
HOME 
VALUE:

$700,000+
55%

HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME:

$150,000+
80%

luxury travel
VERY LIKELY TO TRAVEL ABROAD 

IN NEXT 12 MONTHS:

16%
SPENT $10,000 + ON U.S. 

VACATION IN LAST 12 MONTHS:

44%
SPENT $5,000 + ON U.S. TRAVEL

IN LAST 12 MONTHS:

25%

home improvement activity
planned for the next 12 months 

PLAN TO REDECORATE HOME:

35%
PLAN TO REMODEL KITCHEN:

34%
PLAN MAJOR LANDSCAPE PROJECT:

34%
Index: Top quintile of users of each medium among adults 18+ with HHI $100K+ 

vs. all adults 18+ with HHI $100K+. Source: Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, 2014.

Index: Top quintile of users of each medium among adults 18+ with HHI $100K+ 
vs. all adults 18+ with HHI $100K+. Source: Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, 2014.

Index: Top quintile of users of each medium 
among adults 18+ with HHI $100K+ 
vs. all adults 18+ with HHI $100K+. 

Source: Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, 2014.

LIqUID 
ASSETS:

$500,000+
50%





Half page horizontal
7.375” x 4.6387”

Half page vertical
3.45” x 9.8125”

Full page/full bleed
8.375” x 10.8125” trim

7.375” x 9.8125” live area
8.875” x 11.3125” with bleed

two page spread
16.75” x 10.8125” trim

15.75” x 9.8125” live area
17.25” x 11.3125” with bleed

third Page vertical
2.1241” x 9.8125”

Ad Formats
•	 Ads	should	be	press	quality	PDF,	TIFF	or	JPEG	files
•	 No	transparency,	Acrobat	4.0	or	higher	
•	 All	colors	must	be	4	color	CMYK	—	No	RGB	or	Spot	
•	 Bleeds	of	.25	inches	on	all	sides	required	on	full	page
	 and	2	page	spread	ads.	Crop	marks	should	be	included.

Ad Creation & Photography
Urban	Home	can	create	your	advertisement	to	our	
specifications	for		a	nominal	fee.	Custom	photography	is	
available.		Ask	your	account	representative	for	details.	

Ad Submission
Ads	can	be	sent	via	email,	CD,	or	USB	flash	drive.	Ask	your	
account	representative	for	details.	

URBAN HOME MAgAzINE 
AD SIzES & SPECIFICAtIONS

URBAN HOME MAgAzINE
for more information please visit our website at

www.urbanhomemagazine.com
or contact us at 704-332-1504

email: sales@urbanhomemagazine.com
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